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Lose weight fast!
Some teens are trying.
They take diet pills. they
binge and purge. They fast.
They follow the "Scarsdale
Diet."
New Expression reporter Pam Allen examines this
dieting craze among teens
to see what's happening to
them. Are they really losing
~ght? See Page 3.

~-------------------------------,

ALSO
INSIDE:

Would you like the answer to these q uestions?
• Is the Uniform Discipline Code really uniform?
• Is the "Squeal Rule"
dead?

• Is the drinking age
really 21?
• Is the Gang Squad
curbing gangs?

(See our Sixth Anniversary coverage
on pages 6, 7, 8.)
Look for the winrers of
last month's teas er
prizes on p&ge 11 .
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Newspapers fight
for teen readers
SPORTS
If you haven't already noticed, The
Chicago Sun-Times and the Chicago
Tribune have expanded their coverage
of high school sports.
According to George Langford, The
Tribune's Sport~ Editor, "The idea behind The Tribuhe's expanded prep
sports coverage is to increase teen
readership of the newspaper." The Tribune has been dropping bundles of the
paper at high schools on Monday morning when the special Prep Sports edition
appears.
Taylor Bell, a Sun-Times sportswriter,
told us that the Sun-Times has ex-

panded its prep sports coverage with
extra pages in the Sunday edition to
keep up with The Tribune and to keep
an edge on the Trib. He says that The
Sun-Times is also trying to increase
teen readership.
Is the plan working?
Luis Avina, a freshman at Juarez,
says he enjoys the added coverage because he wants to know what's going on
in high school sports. He says he's
reading the newspapers more often as a
result.
But Joe Saracco, a junior at Metro,
ignores prep sports stories. "They're
usually about the same teams all the
time, " he says. " I'd rather read about the
Blackhawks."
Nick Huerta
Art by Craig Taylor

$2,500 mystery scholarship unfolds!
UP-DATE
One of the biggest financial gifts ever
offered to high school seniors in Chicago, the Robin Scholarships, is going
unpublicized in all of the public high
schools survey~d by New Expression.
Each Robin Scholarship is valued up
to $2,500 and may be renewed for four
years of colleQe. Each Chicago public

high school was allowed to nominate
two students by Feb. 28 for one of forty
scholarships which will be awarded this
year.
" Nobody knew anything about it. It
wasn't in the bulletin or announced over
the P.A. system ," said Sabrina Holmes,
a junior at Steinmetz. When New Expression asked students in nine different schools to approach their counselors
about the nominating process in their
school, the students reported that they
were turned away.
Terry Higgins, a junior at Carver, said
that when he talked with his counselor,

he was asked if he was in the top 20 of
his class . " My counselor acted as
though he wasn't going to waste his time
talking to me about it if I wasn't in the top
20."
A student at Kenwood reported that by
the time she spoke to her counselor, the
Kenwood nominees had already been
chosen . A senior at Calumet who inquired was asked, " How did you find out
about it?"
New Expression spoke to George
Olson, director of the Robin Scholarship
program, who insisted that he had no
control over how the nominees in each

school are chosen . " We left the g~ide
lines flexible so we wouldn't box in any
school," he said. " We let the counselors
use our general criteria to come to a
decision. "
The criteria are: nominees must come
from low income families, show academic ability and a strong desire for high
academic achievement at the college or
university level. Nominees will be expected to attend Chicago-area or instate colleges or universities.
This year's winners will be announced
on May 20.
Jill Petty

THEY LOOK AT ALL THE SPORTS SECTIONS
IN THE STATE, AND PICK 'THE BEST.'
THEY PICKED THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
SPORTS SECTION ... TWO YEARS IN A ROW.
~-

For two straight years, the Chicago Tribune has won first
place for best sports section in the United Press
International's Illinois newspaper awards competition. It's
an overall award recognizing writing , editing and
photography.
But just like ln sports on the field , a newspaper sports
section has to work to maintain a competitive edge. That's
why the improvements keep coming in the Tribune sports
section.
Since the most recent UPI award was received the Tribune
has greatly increased the use of color photography in
sports coverage. The Scoreboard page has become
easier to read .
And perhaps most importantly, high school and local
sports have been given a section of their own: Sports
Extra, every Monday.
Awards aside, the Tribune always strives to provide you
with a better look at sports . We know that being the best
isn't everything .. . it's the only thing .

([Jtica!lO {[ribunt
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'Scarsdale teen' learns to diet-rite
by Pam Allen
Fifteen per cent of all teens in
this country; about six million
teens, are overweight. Terri is one
of them.
Terri has been overweight most
of her life. But at age 17 she decided to take matters into her own
hands. Because she read about
the Scarsdale Diet in the newspapers, she chose the Scarsdale
method to lose weight.
"When I started using this diet, I
really did lose weight. But that was
only for a little while. After a couple
of weeks I began gaining wejght
again. I found out later that this diet
was really shooting different,
foreign chemicals <into my body,
and the dieting was hurting me
more than it was helping."
While she was still struggling
with Scarsdale, she became more
obsessed than ever to lose
weight. "I decided to induce vomitting after I had overeaten at a
party," she said. " When I discovered that I could keep my
weight down that way, I started
doing it all the time."
Since then Terri has learned
from her doctor that this addiction
is called the Bulemia Binge-Purge
Syndrome. In the midst of the depression of this syndrome, she
considered dropping out of
school.
It's taken her a whole year, but
Terri has found out through experience why adult diets, overthe-counter drugs and fasting /
purging techniques have been
hurting her body instead of improving her health and appearance.
According to Chicago pediatrician Ralph Spaeth, " Most popular
diets deprive the body of protein.
Since teenagers' bodies are still in
the process of change, they have
to have a higher intake of protein
than adults. "
A New Expression survey of
teen dieters indicates that most of
them (54 per cent) made up diets
for themselves. Dr. Spaeth urged
teens to stay away from these
homemade plans. " Diets just can't
be made-up," he said. "You have
to adjust diets to your a£)e, to your
race and to your health."
One reason that teens create
their own diets is that they don't
normally do the family grocery
shopping. Diets like Scarsdale require special purchasing and
cooking, which is expensive and
often disrupts family meal planning.

exercise program but didn't stay
with it very long. Only 18 per cent
have been staying with a regular
exercise program.

Photo by Vincent Perkins
Theresa, a sophomore at Lane
Tech, said that her parents supply
her with the type of dinners and
desserts that make it hard for her
to diet. She started calorie counting. And that pushed her to eliminate carbohydrates , fats and
protein from her food choices.
"Teens can't do that!" said
Dietician Jane Anne Howarth of
Little Company of Mary Hospital.
"They have to have traces of all
food groups in their bodies, even
fats and carbohydrates."
Dr. Spaeth pointed out that a
low-protein diet can cause a teen
to be ruining her teeth while she's

improving her figure. She may fit
into the right clothes as an adult,
but she'll never be able to smile.
Mrs. Howarth noted that fasting
or non-prescribed diets can cause
a young woman's menstrual cycle
to be eliminated, which could later
affect pregnancy.
So why don't teens consult their
doctors about diets? According to
Therese, her doctor always tells
her she doesn 't need to diet. "He
always gives me lectures," she
said. "So I don't even bother with
him any more. "
. A doctor's understanding of
what is a healthy weight is not

Develop your success story at
Mundelein College
Why not c hoose the Chicago College designed for women who want to be successfu l
• in businec;s • in communications • in
politics •in education •in fashion design
a nd merchandising •in music, art a nd
interior architecture •in social programs
•in health and science including medical
technology, pre-dentistry, pre-medicine ,
food and nutrition
Mundelein i\ a four- year. private , fully-accredi ted college
for women . Approximately 1500 student\ a!lend cla~~es in
weekday and weekend ~essions on our beautifullakefront
campu\, loca ted on Chicago's far north \ ide .
Commuter s tudent~ can easily reach the camp u ~ on CTA
Rapill Tran,it (25-minute' from the Loop) . Re\ident'> will
find a cozy life~tyle in our dormitory over looking the Lake
' For more information , call or write

usually the' same as the clothes
designers' and fashion magazines picture of desirable weight.
The pressure to "look slim" is so
great that only 25 per cent of the
teen women in our survey have
been able to resist dieting.
But the teen males in the survey
had just the opposite attitude.
Most of them (70 per cent) had
never tried dieting, but they all
were involved in exercise programs.
The girls in the survey admitted
that they had a hard time staying
on their diets. And over half of the
teen women said that they tried an

Both males and females admitted that they were not careful to
maintain a consistant diet. Only 18
per cent of the women and 9 per
cent of the males said they were
nutrition conscious.
Mrs. Howarth suggested that
teens try to help themselves by
forming groups that exercise together and even do meal-planning
together. "It's more fun to exercise
with friends," she said. " It's easier
to say 'no' to yourself if two others
in the crowd are also saying 'no'
so that you cut down on the quantity of food and you watch the
quality of what you're eating."
And there are good reasons to
get control of weight during the
teen years according to Dr. Barbara Edelstein , who has designed
diets for teenaged women. "After
a certain age - around 25 - it
becomes very difficult to control
overweight ... Either you change
your eating habits (as a teen) and
struggle to bUild new priorities and
a new self image in a world of ir·
resistible fattening food, or else
you move on just as you are to
adulthood and a different, more
difficult, set of dieting problems."
Edelstein's paperback book ,
The Woman Doctor's Diet for
Teen-Age Girls (Ballatine, $2.50)
offers good background on the
solution to control of weight for
teens as well as self-help plans to
Itt different types of teen women.
Self-help was not good enough
for Terri. She had gone too far with
her start-and-stop adult diets and
binge/purges. " Going out with
family and friends I couldn't eat
what they ate. I was depressed,"
she said .
" It was getting to the point that
everything revolved around food.
Finally, I started talking to my
mother about my feelings. She
arranged appointments for me
with a nutritionist, a dietician and a
psychologist."
Today, six months later, Terri
says that she feels a lot better
about herself. She's throl.Jgh with
her own made-up diets. She's
working closely with the dietician.
" I'm still not what you would call
thin," she laughed. " But I have a
lot more positive attitude toward
life, and I feel a lot better about
myself."

JACKETS • SWEATERS •
EMBLEMS

•

for ALL SCHOOLS
Buy Direct and Save!

Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts

Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONF US FOR
FREE DESIGN KIT --~-.
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts- Sweaters-Jackets
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons-.,,_

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Mundelein College

6363 N . Sheridan Road . Chicago. Illinois 60660
(3 12) 989-5466
or VISit our booth at the College Fatr, Oct. 31 .rnll
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Star athletes experience pressure, frustration and
ego-building after the last high school game is played.
player at Creighton University,
who has decided to transfer to
Colorado to attend school with his
brother. Mi ckey's scholarship
covers room, board, tuition and
books for four years. If he needs
more time to complete his degree,
he will have to pay ior it.
" Being there with my brother
will be a big help to me," he said.
" We'll be going in there both new,
and we should settle in just fine. If I
play up to my potential (after
making the All-City team of the
Sun-Times) , I feel that I should
make it to the pros."
Interview by O' Morris Adams

Carl Boyd
Football (running
back)
Percy Julian High
School

Joe Spllane

What happens to high school star athletes when
they finish the season? New Expression reporters
interview five Chicago-area athletes from the fall
season about college recruiters and what role recruiters have played in their plans for the future.
Joe Spilane
Football (defensive
end)
Oak Park-River Forest
High School
Deciding on an athletic scholarship is no picnic according to
Spilane, who was approached by
40 different schools.
"My father and my coach
wanted me to consider Purdue
because both of them attended
Purdue themselves. The recruiters used a bag of tricks - they
had alumnae talk with me and
butter me up; they sometimes
wrote two or three different letters."
Spilane finally ended all those
pressures by choosing Indiana
University, where he plans to
enter a pre-law program. His athletic scholarship is worth more
than $25,000 over four years and
he can extend 1t to a fifth year if he
needs that time to complete his
degree.
He hopes that he may have to
give up the fifth year in order to
turn pro, but he knows that only
one out of every 25 college

players gets an offer from the
pros. "If I don't make it in the fame
and glory world, I want to be sure I
have a good education so that I
can become a lawyer and a
G-man," he said.
Interviewed by 0' Morris Adams

Mickey Pruitt
Football (Running
back)
Paul Robeson High
School
"Just because I didn't pick one
of the better known football
schools that were scouting me like
Wisconsin , Purdue and Michigan
State doesn't mean that I'm not a
good player, as some people
might say. The University of Colorado was scouting me just as
hard as the rest, and their coaches
would come to almost all of my
games. They'd even call me the
night before to let me know that
they were coming out so I would
play my best game."
Pruitt's choice of the University
of Colorado has also affected his
brother, a sophomore basketball

" Most people look at me and
say, 'You 're pro material. Why
don't you go to such and such
college. ' But I'm going to a small
school, the University of Northern
Iowa, where there are only 35 students per class so that I really get
an education."
Boyd is as proud of his "B" average in high school as he is his
honors on the football field, which
include the Sun-Times All-State
team for two years and 1500
yards gained, 23 touchdowns
during high school. " I have to train
for a test the way I train for a game.
I will go all out for Northern Iowa,
but I'll also go all out to get my law
degree. This way my mother won't
have to struggle to pay for my degree, and I feel that I owe my
mother this after all she's done for
me."
Boyd admits that his size makes
him less attractive to college recruiters than his statistics. But
even though he had fewer phone
calls and letters than other AllState athletes, he remembers the
problems they caused him .
"Some of these coaches would
call at odd times of the night or
very early in the morning," he
said. It's not the easiest way to
keep a "B" average.
Interviewed by O'Morris Adams

But Zagota will enter Texas
A&M University next fall with a
$5 ,000-a-year athletic scholarship as a reward for her championship play in high school. She
also received offers from Ohio
State ana Central Michigan, but
she felt most comfortable at
Texas.
She was quick to compare the
recruiting of male athletes to
female athletes. "They still spend
more money on the men." she
said. " But I'm glad that the
women's movement has brought
about some changes.
"Girls are now given five allexpense paid trips to visit the
different colleges that are scouting them. Of course, men have
been getting these trips for a long
time." According to Zagota, tbis
long history of unfairness to
women has one advantage. Because the women have come into
their own at a time when there is
so much publicity about illegal recruiting, "the girls have not been
involved in illegal deals so far."
The Olympic Team is not one of
Zagota's goals right now, but she
wuld love the chance to play on
the U.S. Woman's team in 1984.1n
the meantime, she'll study communications ·and enjoy the sun
belt.
Interviewed by Alesia Powell

Donita Evans
Tennis (singles)
Whitney Young H.S.
Tennis is not a likely way to win
an athletic scholarship. The medals and trophies that Donita has
won for the past four years with

"There isn't a women's professional volleyball team, but if there
were one, I don't think I would like
to play professional ball."
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nne weck..:nd n mon th du nn g the .,c hool year 1
A ..,umnu:r JOh 111 the Army Re~l'nT dol'~ allthm and more If yo u're
17 or older ,1nJ at lca..,t .1 -.ophomore 1r1 h 1gh ~c hool you '!l earn over
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Donlta Evans

her team at Whitney Young and
with the Chicago Park District
Junior League will not pay her way
through college.
"The ~couts only come out to
look at the football and basketball
stars," Donita said. "I would like to
play college tennis, but I'll have to
do it by trying out for the team
rather than be assured of an
opportunity through an athletic
scholarship.
She plans to major in chemical
engineering at Wisconsin or M.I.T.
"My only hope for scholarship
help is through a woman's sorority," she said. The ball is definitely
back in her court.

Chris Zagota
Volleyball (setter)
Riverside/Brookfield

cart Boyd

r
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Dr. Benjamin E. Mays
Independent High School
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Harrison, Farragut face differences
newer shop equipment than Harrison
does. Harrison leaders also found out
that Farragut has honors and advance/
placement classes , which Harrison
doesn't have, according to the principal
of Farragut, Mrs. Christine Loving.
According to Donna Lynn, Farragut's
student body president, the meeting was
"a little tense."
" I don't think the meeting affected
them," Lynn said. "They declared they
weren't against Farragut . ... But when
they finished talking , they kept putting us
down. " The Harrison students were
mostly concerned with the gang problem
and the possibility of getting a lower
class rank at graduation, according to
Lynn.
Lynn anticipates "some problems with
gangs. But from the student government's point of view, we look forward to
them coming. They have something new
to show us and we have something new
to show them. "
The population of Faragut right now is
80 percent black and 18 percent Hispanic. But if Harrison students transfer
to Farragut, the population will shift to 45
percent black and 45 percent Hispanic.
In the meantime, school officials seem
nervous about the students' organizing
to have some voice in this decision. Last
month, Harrison's principal told the stu-

On Jan. 12, when the Chicago School
Board announced that Harrison High
should be converted to an upper grade
school, the students of Harrison began
organizing a protest.
According to Trino Garcia, a sophomore at Harrison, the students are angry
because they weren't consulted before
the decision was made and because
they don't want to be transfered to Farragut High School.
Dogoberto Solelo, a junior, said that
he "would rather stay at Harrison because the majority of the students there
are Latinos. At Farragut, the majority of
the students are blacks, and Latinos are
having problems with blacks right now. "
"I don't want to go to Farragut because there are a lot of gangs and trouble there. At Harrison, I feel safer because there are quite a few guards and
there's not much trouble there. And besides, Harrison is better off academically
than Farragut," said Eduardo Solis, a
sophomore.
But none of the Harrison students we
talked with had ever visited Farragut.
Their opinions were based on street talk
and rumors running through the school.
Last month the student body leaders
of both Harrison and Farragut met at
Farragut. It was at that meeting that Harrison leaders found out the Farragut has

dents at an assembly that he had received a letter from the Board of Education instructing him to tell all the students
that any of them who were absent on
Thursday, Feb. 17 (the day of the protest), would be considered as cutting
and their grade points would be deducted, unless they had a note from their
parents the following school day.
As a result of protests, the School
Board is backing down.
In an interview with New Expression

Raul Villalobos, President of the School
Board, said that " the decision the Board
made in Jan. 12 to close Harrison as a
high school is not definite. "
At present, a committee, which includes two students from both high
schools, is holding meetings to see if
they can find another solution to the
problem of the Pilsen neighborhood
needing Harrison for more grade school
classrooms and for Harrison students
who don't want to leave their school.
Photo by DuSable H.S. Photo Service

Harold Washington visits his alma mater, DuSable .High School, the day after his
victory in the Chicago Democratic Mayoral Primary.

Washington
wins NE's
mock vote
Congressman Harold Washington captured 65 per cent of
the vote in New Expresson's
Chicago High School Mock Ballot. Mayor Byrne placed second
with 28 per cent of the vote, and
State's Attorney Richard Daley
trailed with 8 per cent.
Sturlents from 20 high schools
submitted nearly a thousand
ballots.
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NE's Sixth Anniversary Issue

Re~orters

focus on drinking•sex-

New Ex~ression
A magazine by Chicago teens

for Ch1cago teens.

Vol. 3 No 1

....

Six years ago Chicago had a raw, freezing cold
winter. But, somehow, 35 high school students
stuck together to write and publish the first issue
of New Expression.
1977 - that was so long ago that the drinking
age was still 19 . . . so long ago that teen pregnancy wasn't a national crisis ... so long ago that
the El Rukins didn't exist and neither did the Chicago Public School Discipline Code.
As a means of celebrating our anniversary each
year we take a look at some of these big youth
issues that our teen reporters have been covering. And this year it's drinking and birth control,
gangs and school rules.
We hope you gain as much from reading these
· stories as we did from putting them together.
Donna Branton

Inside:
The iron glove of teachers
Hospital (heaven?) for teens
D.J.'s punk out
International 'rear

of the Child 1979

School rules still uneven
by Donna Branton

I

s the new Uniform Discipline Code really
uniform?
That's what New Expression set out to

investigate as part of its six-year coverage
of this problem. In the March, April and May,
1980 issues of New Expression we ran a
series of articles about school rules in Chicago and how they affect students.

At that time, there were no uniform rules
for all public schools to follow, so each
school administration made up its own. But
in September, 1981 the Board of Education
approved a new Uniform Discipline Code
for all Chicago Public high schools.
That was September, 1981. But the Uniform Code didn't actually get into the students' hands until October, 1982.
And now that the Uniform Code exists, it's
not very uniformly enforced. Here are some
significant ways in which it is falling short:
1. Not uniform: When and how and if
students find out that this Code exists.
A student at Morgan Park said that she
had only heard of the Code through the
news; she had never actually seen one.
This student added that she hadn't been
absent one day of this school year.
- Other schools received copies of the
Code, but the rules weren't explained to
them by the administration or division
teachers. One junior at Lindblom said that it
depended on the teacher. " My division
teacher explained it," he said. " But my sister's teacher just gave theirs to them." All of
the students we surveyed said that they just
dropped them in the lockers after division.
2. Not uniform: The way students are
punished.
New Expression found that the way in
which punishments are handled in high
schools differ greatly from the Code's
regulations. A sophomore at Calumet said
that she was expelled for fighting. The Code

Start your jot,rnalism
career this
summer
New Expression will sponsor
a five-week summer workshop
in journalism -June 21 thru
July 27. Rig~ school
sophomores and juniors can
apply now for the 25
scholarships available.
Learn how tp interview, do research, write news
stories and put together a newspaper. M eet with
professional journallsts and visit Chicago's
newspapers and TV statwns. Publish your stories
in New Expression and compete for a college
scholarship

II
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How to apply:
l . Pick up an application form at
Youth Communication, 207 S.
Wabash (8th floor ).
2. Return the application by Mey 20

states that the maximum disciplinary action
for fighti[1g is one to five days suspension.
A junior told us that he "got out of" being
suspended for possession of marijuana because of his blood relation to the dean. The
Discipline Code states that the maximum
action for possession of drugs is six to ten
days of suspension and police notification.
3. Not uniform: The meaning- even
the existence - of in-school suspension.
In-school suspension at C.V.S., Calumet,
Whitney Young and Harlan means the
same thing . The student sits in one room all
day and does assigned work. At a designated time, all "inmates" go to lunch or to
the bathroom and are often the target of
ridicule from other classmates.
At Lindblom and Morgan Park, students
are assigned to "clean-up jobs" around the
school. At Jones Commercial, when students disobey rules, they are given a "character builder." This means that the student
must go to a certain room for one period
either before or after school and complete
a 200-word essay in that time.
And uniformity really breaks down in
those high schools that don't have any inschool suspension programs. These
schools include Hyde Park, Curie and
Steinmetz.
4. Not uniform: Students' right to a
hearing and witnesses.
Kevin, a junior at Simeon, says that his
rights were not upheld when he got into an

J!}k1
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including a letter of recommendation and samples of your writing.
All applicants will be notified by
June 10. Classes will be held at the
air-conditioned Youth Communication Center in the Loop at 207 S.
Wabash. Call 663-0543 for more information and ask for Alesia.

gangs- school. rules
6. Not uniform: Punishments for rules
not listed in the code.
At Morgan Park, having three tardies
either to school or class means that you are
suspe_nded until you bring a parent up to
school for a conference. Tardies are not
even covered as something calling for
disciplinary action in the Code.
At Calumet, however, it takes nine tardies
for a suspension, while at Jones Commercial , if a student is tardy to school or to a
class he or she has to do a " character builder." If the character builder is not done, the
student's grade drops one in that class.
Students at Lane Tech have already received three different printed editions of the
code. But the quality of the printing is not
what's concerning students. It's the quality
of disciplinary enforcements that has them
concerned.
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Social clubs
die as gangs
rise again
by Zaba lnan
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Inside:
Star Wars Contest
Am I My Parents' Property?
Teacher Transfers

gument with a teacher. "She took me
1wn to the disicipline office and started
ling all these lies. Half of the stuff I didn't
en say to her. The next thing that I knew I
s suspended for ten days. I never got to
y anything, and alii heard was 'You shut
!' and 'Be quiet!' " The Discipline Code
ys that students have a right to " Due
cess when being considered for disci'nary reassignment, in-school suspenn, or suspension for ten (10) days or
s."
Not uniform: The Code regulations
mselves.
r-or example, the Code says in one place
11t students have the right of free press,
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speech and assembly. But under Group ll 's
acts of misconduct, " Walkouts, boycotts,
and sit-ins have a maximum disciplinary
action of disciplinary reassignment or one
to five days suspension." At Harrison, on
Jan. 21, students were warned that they
would suffer a loss of grading points if they
protested the closing of the school with a
demonstration.
In another instance, the Code states that
students have a right to see their cumulative records. But in another place it says
that only students 18 years or older may see
their cumulative records.
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Commission paid and
free senior portraits.
Call for interview

9:30-4:30 Mon.-Fri.
663-3662

he gangs on the South Side were dying
out in 1977 when New Expression
first reported on them. Teens themselves
were destroying the gangs by forming into
hundreds of small social clubs like The
Doctors and The Blue Smoke.
Each social club wore its own T-shirts or
had its own special "look." They charged
money for small house parties until they
had enough to rent a hall and hold a set
(dance). The social clubs were forced to
rent halls in order to have dances because
the schools and the churches had given up
on sponsoring teen social events as a result
of gang violence in the late 1960's.
But just about the time that these social
club T-shirts were becoming far more
popular than gang sweaters, the first of the
convicted gang leaders from The Stones
and The Disciples were released from
prison. They returned to reorganize their
gangs under new names. Since then, the
city has been an all-out battleground between the gangs and law enforcement, and
non-gang members are forced to walk a
fine line between the two.
"You get it coming and going," one 14year-old told us. "Me and two of my friends
were detained by the police following a
street corner shoving match. The other kids
accused us of being in a gang, so when the
police heard that, they handcuffed the three
of us and drove us to the station.
"We talked to the juvenile officer, and he
gave us a court date. But when we went to
court, " he claimed, "the police report said
that there were nine of us and that we were
carrying weapons, including a gun!
"The judge dismissed the case, though,

and we were let off with a warning from the
probation officer to stay out of trouble."
We asked Robert Simandl, gang crime
specialist for the Chicago police , about the
harassment of teens who are suspected of
gang membership. "I'm not going to make
any excuses," he said. "There are 13,000
officers in the Chicago Police Dept., and we
haven't achieved any more total perfection
than any other large organization. We do
weed them out, and the way that's done is
with citizen cooperation.
"But when there's tension in an area because of a gang shooting," he cautioned,
" you have to look at it from a community
standpoint. Both the community and the
police know the area gangs and members.
The police aren't usually stopping an innocent little kid coming down the street.
They're stopping individuals who are part of
a gang, or hanging around with gang members. Many times they're acting on a citizen's complaint, and it's our job to check it
out.
"We're even seeing a different kind of
gang fighting today. Now somebody goes
into an area, shoots somebody else and
comes back out. It's not 50 or 60 kids battling it out in the park. This year 68 per cent of
the victims of gang homicides were under
21 , and 90 per cent of those arrested and
charged were under 21 . This is contrary to
past years when the shooters were in their
twenties.
"This isn't happening because the age of
gang members is going down," he claimed.
"This is happening because gang leaders
are using younger gang members to do
their dirty work. They're not going to touch it
themselves."
In order to kill this practice of using 15and 16-year-olds to do the dirty work, the
Illinois State's Attorney's Office gained the
right in 1982 to request that persons 15
years old and older who are charged with
murder, armed robbery, deviate sexual assault or rape can be tried as adults.
According to the Chicago Law Enforcement Study Group, the new law should discourage would-be offenders, but right now
the new law is not very well known among
teens.
David Reed, who worked with the Law
Enforcement Study Group, said that it will
take at least a year to determine whether
this new law helps the situation or hurts it.
" We are fighting against making this transfer of teens to adult court an automatic
event because then the teen can be held in
court for about a year instead of just 60 or
70 days, which is the average for a teen in
juvenile court. For a teen to be locked up or
on bail for a year is very hard."
So far, only 25 per cent of those teen
offenders who have been transferred to the
adult courts have avoided a jail sentence.
So the gangs have really scared the city,
the police and the courts into getting tough .
While other teens- not in the gangs - are
being punished along with the gangs, but
then, "that's tough!"

GRADUATE FROM COMPUTER GAMES.
TRAIN FOR ARMY
DATA COMMUNICAnONS.
If you're good at computer games, you might be perfect
for a job in data communications. But it's rough to get a job like that
without experience. And it's tough to get experience, unless you
join today's Army.
Q ualify, and the Army will rrain you for o ne of many dtfferent skills in data communications and clecrroniD Smce almost
every la rge o rgani:anon o r corporation depends heavily on
such equtpmcnt. you mtght qualify for simibr civilian work in
the future.
If you'd rather work with computer\ than play with them,
see your local Army Recruiter. He'll help vou devtse ant'\\' game
plan.

United Studio

207 S. Wabash

ARMY. BE ALLYOU C
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by Kevin Davy

P

lenty of liquor and beer I s getting into
the hands of Chicago teens. That's

clear.
Teen alcoholism in Illinois is at an all-time
high. An estimated 40,000 teen alcoholics
now exist in Chicago according to the Illinois State Council on Alcoholism .
Auto accidents in Illinois among teenaged drunk drivers have risen 9 percent
since 1979, when the drinking age in Illinois
was raised to 21.
At the time that Illinois and Chicago
raised the drinking age in 1979 New Expression talked with legislators who told
us: "Alcoholism will be harder for teens to
obtain with this law. The law will slow down
the use of alcohol among teens. Any tavern
or store that sells to people underage is
taking a big gamble. Not very many will try."
It appears that the legislators were
wrong.
Our current investigation indicates that
teens in Chicago who want liquor can get it.
We also discovered that adults are making
money off of teens because of this law, and
very few of these adults are being prosecuted for it.
The easiest way for teens to get alcohol is
by using a false ID, and that method has
created a string of profitable businesses
that charge as much as $7 for false
identification cards. These businesses are
perfectly lawful. Some teens use the false
ID's to buy liquor, but others use them to get
into adult clubs.
" I just show it," said Nena West. "They
look at the birthdate, and I get in. No questions asked. I use my ID every weekend."
According to Lt. James Derico from the
Secretary of State's Department of Police,
there is no law regulating businesses that
sell these false ID's. "Mail order businesses
from other states sell ID's through! he mail,"
he said. " But this type of ID card is not
considered valid. Businesses in Illinois that
sell alcohol have the responsibility to deny

liquor when this type of invalid ID is
presented. If they get caught selling to
teens, their businesses could be closed
down."
That threat doesn't seem to bother some
liquor dealers who are not only selling to
minors but charging them extra for the
service. The "extra charge" ranges from 50
cents to $1.50 depending on the product.
Derrick, 17, reported that he has been overcharged twice.
"My friends buy there regularly," he said.
"And they get overcharged, usually 50
cents for beer and 7 5 cents to $1. 50 for hard
liquor. I know teens who get overcharged at
other places too, especially on 63rd St."
Adults in the street are also cooperating.
"Any drunk on any corner will get you liquor
for a price," says Joseph, 14. "They never
ask for more than a dollar. "
And for a lot more than a dollar's worth of
gas, 18-year-olds can drive the 50 miles to
Wisconsin and drink there legally. According to State Police reports, on a Friday or
Saturday night its bumper to bumper traffic
along the highways leading into Wisconsin.
Police have also noted that since the
drinking age in Illinois has been raised, teen
drunk driving arrests between Illinois and
Wisconsin have almost tripled. Because of
this problem, Illinois concerned citizen organizations are pushing for a federal law to
make 21 the national drinking age .
But a national drinking age will not
change the " adult connection ." Teens can
and will be able to buy alcoholic drinks anywhere if they are willing to pay for it because
adults are willing to assist them.
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.. .sexuality
by Donna Branton

M

edical clinics in Chicago are not reporting the use of contraceptives by
minors to their parents. This is the newest
change in the up-and-down threat that
started in February, 1982, when former
Secretary of Health and Welfare Schweiker

proposed a federal regulation , which is now
known as the Squeal Rule.
Sexually active girls who have been
using free and low-cost clinics to secure
contraceptives have been riding on this
Schweiker roller-coaster for more than a
year. And now the Federal Court of Appeals
has announced that the rule is not to be
enforced until the courts hold a full and
complete trial to decide whether the rule is
legal or not.
This roller-coaster ha& created a lot of
anxiety for teenaged women who would be
affected by the rule.
New Expression went in search of a girl
who would share her experiences with this
on-again/off-again threat of parent notification. What follows is a journal of one girl's
thoughts after she heard on January 27 that
the regulation was to be enforced.
" My name is Jane. I am 16-years old. I am
on the honor roll. I rank number two in my
junior class of 500. I have been on the pill
since I was 14.
On January 25, believe it or not, my boyfriend (I 'll call him John) was the one who
told me about the squeal rule. I guess you
might say that I should be the one listening
and watching for things, but I don't watch
TV very often.
" The first thing I thought was, 'What are
my parents going to think?' My parents
were one of the main reasons that I went to
get the pill on my own. Aside from the fact
that John and I aren't ready for any kids, my
parents think the world of me. I hope that
doesn't sound like bragging , but it's true.
" Most girls say something like, my
mother or father would kill me! I think my
father would be madder at John than at me
because John is a college freshman. And
my mother, well , she would be disappointed. She's just not one of the mothers
who are relieved when they find out that
their daughter is taking birth control.
" I've been trying to think of ways to let my
mother know or find out or something. I
asked one of my friends and she said to
leave pills lying around my room so that she
finds them accidentally. But my mother
never goes in my room when I'm gone, as
far as I know.
" I thought of leaving them in the bathroom, but my father might see them . I'd

Things you may
not know about
the Squeal Rule
1. The Rule got stopped before it got
started. A federal judge stopped the
government from carrying out the
Rule in clinics all over the country.
2. The Rule never did have anything to
do with VD testing or counseling for
teenagers. So teens do not need to
fear that their parents will be notified if
they get a VD check or seek family
planning counseling.
3. There are no parental consent forms
involved in the Rule. No clinic needs
to receive parental consent in order to
prescribe contraceptives for a teen.
4. New Expression found four clinics
that are not federally funded, which
the Squeal Rule can never effect.
They are: Midwest Population Center,
100 E. Ohio, 664-3410 ; Response
Center, 7457 S. Western, 338-2292 ;
Chicago Department of Health
Clinics, (call 744-8500 for further information) and the University of Chicago Medical Center, 5841 S. Maryland, 962-6245.
rather handle it with my mother than with my
father. I keep asking myself, how can I get
my parents to see that my taking the pill is
sensible?
" My friend also said that maybe I should
just sit down with my mother and father and
tell them. But I know that my father would
stop me from seeing John again.
" We (John and I) talked about it, and he
said the same thing. For us to sit down with
rTJY parents and tell them and explain why I
used birth control without telling them
wouldn't work. I know my father. He'd really
start something.
" Then, I remember the day when the
squeal rule was stopped. I heard it on the
news. I was so relieved even though I have
a frve month's supply of pills left.
" I won't be 18 until Sept., 1984 so I hope
that this will be permanent, because if it
comes back it will cause a lot of problems
for me and my family."

PERSONALIZED T-SHIRT SALE- ONLY $6.99 EACH {Regularly $10.99 Each}
By mail only. While present T-shirt stock lasts. Rain check to March 30, 1983. Pic ture printed on T-shirt FREE from your favorite photo- even the picture you carry in your
wallet. Picture returned undamaged. Top quality 65% polyester, 35% cotton blend American T-shirts. Adult sizes: S M L XL. Children's sizes: XS S M L. Not sold in stores.
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ight on!
CAA guidelines
re for all
We applaud the NCAA for estab;hing a minimum high school Grade
oint Average and college test
andards for college-bound athletes.
he NCAA now will require that an
1tering freshman athlete have a "C"
verage in high school and score at
·ast a 15 on the ACT or a composite
~ore of 700 on the SAT.
New Expression believes that
tese guidelines will place the responbility with the college that wants to
lcruit a top-notch athlete. Colleges
ill have to encourage and tutor stuents to bring up their grades and/or
~ores to a point where it's evident that
tey can function in college.
If a college wants a student athlete
adly enough, and the student does
ot meet the minimum test scores, the
lege will have to provide prep
asses or a tutor to help him or her
lach the NCAA standards.
These guidelines will also place
tore responsibility with the student
tnletes to perform in high school. If
1eorge and Jane takes the ACT in
une of their junior years and score a
2, they know that they'll have to bone
p on some skills before they take the
lSt again. And if they want to particiate in college athletics badly enough,
;ey will do it!

re respect for
udent press
We also applaud Ruth Love for
olding a press conference for the
ity's high school journalists. That
ress conference gave high school
tudents a chance to penetrate an intitution that affects them greatly.
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No way!
And it gave Ruth Love, as a public
official, a face-to-face contact with the
peopl e who know what's going on in the
schools - the students.
We'd like to see more chances like
this. For example, press conferences
for the high school press with the Police
Superintendent, the Mayor's Office of
Employment and the head of the CTA
Board.
Ruth Love announced that she
would hold another press conference
for high schoolers next year. How
about next month, Dr. Love?

Runaways have
someplace to run
And three cheers for Illinois courts
who are treating teenage runaways
more fairly, thanks to a law just passed
by the state legislature.
Before January 1, Illinois runaways
who were picked up by the police found
themselves in court as a " minor in need
of supervision." In other words, runaways were treated like criminals in
need of a juvenile judge to bring them
under control.
The new law will keep runaways out
of court and use social service agencies to unite them with their families or
provide for their welfare. This law also
grants teens the right to decide if they
want to go home or go to a shelter.
Shelters can provide a non-volatile atmosphere for teens to sort out their
problems and they can house teens for
a "cooling off" period of up to 21 days.
During this time counselors will deal
with the parents and the teenagers and
attempt to resolve their problems.
It's been a long time coming, but
we 're glad that adults have finally
realized that runaways need help, not
more trouble!
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Squealers foul play
Richard Schweiker pulled a fast one.
As Secretary of Health and Human
Services he acted to get his contraceptive "squeal rule" placed into effect
right before he left office. He left the
rule for Margaret Heckler to enforce,
and he knew Heckler opposes the rule.
The " squeal rule" calls for family
planning clinics receiving federal funds
to notify the parents of teenagers under
18 who are using birth control. New
Expression opposes this rule, but we
especially disapprove of Schweiker's
methods in getting the proposal
enacted. We doubt seriously that he
would have attempted to sneak in a
rule that affected big business or labor
in a similar manner.
Schweiker had six months to issue
the rule from the period of public hearings, but he chose to do so right before
he left office. And he was aware that
the woman who would follow him would
then have to police a rule that she opposed.
New Expression believes that public officials should treat legislation that
affects young people with the same
care and consideration that goes into
decisions that affect other more powerful groups. The letters Schweiker received during the period for public
comment ran 8 to 1 against the rule.
We deserve fair treatment.

$3.35-85¢=teen pay?
The government has created a youth
unemployment equation. It goes like
this: if employers pay their (teen) employees less money, they can hire
more (teen) employees. President Reagan has proposed that the current
minimum wage of $3.35 an hour be
dropped to $2.50 an hour for teenagers
this summer.
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New Expression believes that this
decrease in pay would be an unfair
burden to most teen employees. For
example, if 16-year-old Penelope has a
summer JOb and works 25 hours at
$2.50, she'll earn $62.50 a week. Subtract $20 for transportati on ($2.00
roundtrip) and food ($2.00 for lunch)
and she is left with about $40.
After nine weeks at $40, Penelope
will have earned $360. But if you subtract another hundred dol lars for
clothes and shoes purchased over the
summer and worn on the job she is left
with a little less than $260 with nothing
towards summer recreation or backto-school costs. That's not a lot of
money when you consider that colleges and financial aid forms expect
students to earn at least $900 a year to
contribute towards the cost of a college
education.
New Expression believes that it
would be unfair to cut the minimum
wage for students unless bus fares,
clothes and the cost of food are also cut
for teens.
Mr. Reagan can't have it both ways.
He cannot cut funding aid to college
students and cut students' chief way to
make up the difference - which is
summer employment.

No draft, no aid
A new federal regulation will require
colleges to deny college financial aid to
all male teens who are not registered
for the draft or who will not agree to
register within two weeks after being
warned. New Expression believes
that this type of rule directly discriminates against the students who need
aid the most - those from low-income
backgrounds. Wealthier students, who
are not eligible for the aid, will not be
under the jurisdiction of the law.
If the government wishes to punish
those who do not register for the draft,
the fair way is to use an across-theboard punishment that will equally affect everyone.
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Cable's coming; teens in action

•

'Old' disease reappears
The once-destroyed disease,
tuberculosis, is on the upswing
again. And about half of the 1,000
new cases in Chicago are young
people under 25 years of ;;tge.
Tuberculosis is a disease that
gets its name from a germ called
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The
germ can affect any part of the

body, but most commonly it attacks the lungs. TB gets passed
from person to person through the
air by victims' breathing in the
germs that someone with TB has
coughed or sneezed into the air. A
person need only be in contact
with someone who has TB for 12
to 16 days in order to contract the

58 high schools win
When high schools have the
chance to win mor<ey for proposing a special project, what do
they propose? We have some answers to that question because all
Chicago public high schools had
that opportunity this school year
and 58 of them were winners.
Twenty-three of them were double winners.
Of the 78 winning proposals the
greatest numbers were in the
areas of improving attendance.
Orr, Marshall, Cregier, Gage Park,
King, Harper, Collins and Lake
View all chose to spend money on
attendance.
Five schools will provide college entrance exam help to students with their grants: Phillips,

Harper, Crane, Taft and Lindblom,
and five others will work up new or
expanded career education projects: Metro, Gage Park, Hyde
Park, Calumet and Steinmetz.
New technology played a big
role, too. DuSable has a project
called " Calculating the future ;"
Corliss calls theirs "Calculators
for Consumers." Simeon will work
on "Calculators for Chemistry,"·
and Phillips and Washington will
also have projects using calculators.
Both Roosevelt and Tilden
asked for computer literacy assistance, and Su llivan will use its
money for computer tutoring.
The following is an incomplete
list of other winning projects ac-

City has $22,400,000
for summer teen jobs
Chicago will have as mu ch
money for teen summer jobs next
summer as it had in 1982. The
city's fed eral grant of $22.4 million
will create over 34,000 jobs if the

Mayor's Office will pay workers for
200 hours over eight weeks, as it
always did before 1982.
Last summer the city used the
$22.4 million to hire only 26,354

Parkway
Community House
(affiliate of Hull House Association)

Adolescent Family Life
Program
3500 E. 67th St.
493-1306

MALES 13-17
• Improve communication between
you and your parents.
• Resolve complex questions concernrng teen-age male sexuality.
• Understand the male sexual drive.
• Understand male responsibility in
becoming sexually active.
Get the Full Picture
493-1306

Cable Teen-Vision is now five
weeks old!
In response to an announcement in the February New Expression, 20 teens are now
meeting every week to plan for the
coming of cable TV in Chicago
and to prepare for the production
of cable TV programs.
Maurice Gilbert, a freshman at
Hyde Park, feels that he's learning
a lot about cable that he didn't
know before he joined the group.
Sabrina Alridge, a junior at
Carver, sees cable TV as a source
of employment for her. some day
and she wants to get a good start
now in the field of broadcasting.
Cab le Teen-Vision has organized itself into three commit-

tees in order to get CTV on the air
by next year. The Negotiating
Team Committee will make contact with the cable TV companies
and with the adult citizen groups
that are already active in planning
for cable so that they can deal with
the political side of cable.
Meantime, the Creative Team
Committee will be developing
ideas for programs, surveying
teens to find our what they want to
see and hear on TV and then preparing scripts. Both teams will
have representatives on the
Long-range Planning Committee.
Louis Gonzalez, a member of
the Negotiating Team, says that
Cable Teen-vision means that
teens are breaking into Cable TV
- so watch out!
Any teen who is interested in
joining the company can come to
the Youth Communication Center,

disease.
Usually a victim of tuberculosis
has low body resistance due to
chronic illness, surgery, malnutrition, heavy drinking or drug use.
Fortunately, women who are
pregnant and contract TB will not
pass the disease on to their unborn child.
' A doctor' can diagnose TB witn
an X-ray or skin test. Dr. C.U.
Reddi of Chicago's Board of
Health , explained that before

antibiotics were discovered ,
tuberculosis was a very widespread and deadly disease. But
now, he said, modern medicine
can bring about a cure for TB after
one and one-half to two years.
Anyone can request a free test
at one of two special centers in
Chicago at 2160 W. Ogden Ave.
and at 641 W. 63rd.
Patricia Win"ham

cording to sp~cific academic
areas.
Art: " Murals, Paintings, Drawings." South Shore; " Murals,
Ceramics," Lake View; "Art History," Foreman; " Studio, Darkroom Photography," Amundsen ;
" Shakespeare Festival 83," at
Kennedy; " Reading through
Drama," Lincoln Park.
Science : "Green Thumb ,
Roosevelt ; " Greenhouse Development ,"
Kelvyn
Park ;
" Botanic Garden, " Sullivan;
" Laser Optics," C.V.S. ; "Biological Studies, " Morgan Park ;
"Quality Science Fair," Robeson.
Social Studies: "Intercultural
Exchange," Corliss; " Use of Current Resources for U.S. History,
Carver; " Learning History through
Eyewitnesses ,"
Harlan ;
" Searching for Your Roots ,"

Fenger; "Law in Action," Julian ;
" Multi-cultural Education in an
Urban Setting," Prosser.
Special Help; "Cassette Books
to Interest Readers ," Harlan ;
"Spanish Reading Improvement,"
Juarez ; "Classroom Library,"
VonSteuben ; A/V with Math ,"
Collins; " Improving Reading
Comprehension," C.V.S.; "Parenting: Are You Prepared?" Farragut; "Microcomputer Remediation Center," K~mwood; "Tutoring
Algebra through Microcomputers," Bowen ; " Microcomputer
Center for College," Taft; "Money
Management through the Use of
Microcomputers," Mather; " Computer Assisted Learning," Senn.
Communication: " Expanded
Radio Station," Bogan ; " Promotional Film," Near North; "History of Communication," Hirsch.

teens. As a result these teens
were allowed to work for 315 hours
instead of 200 over nine weeks
instead of eight weeks.
No policy has been established
about 14 and 15-year olds. Last
summer the applications of workers under 16 were rejected in
order to hold jobs for older, " more
needy" applicants. But then, suddenly, in June the Mayor's Office

began clearing the under-16 applications without notifying the
teens that had already been rejected for being too young.
Stay tuned to New Expression
for more information about the
application process.
Nick Huerta

207 S. Wabash (8th floor)
Wednesday or Thursday at 4
The present company i
students from Whitney
Marshall , Carver, Hyde Pa
C.V.S., and Westinghouse.
by Erica Rn,wnnllll,•

I

ACT/SAr
Preparati
Course
Sponsored by

Project Upward
Bound
University of II.......,.._
at Chicago
The ACT / SAT Preparati
Course is designed to assist
dents preparing for the Arrl~>n·~
College Testing's Anorm<'"''rm
(ACT) and the College
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
This course is designed to
• famili arize students with
type of questions in both tests.
• explain the difference in
lions for each type of test.
• offer organized review ""'',"""'m
in each subject area of the test.
• suggest valuable test skill teet
niques.
Classes are held every S
day at Circle Campus for
hours. The entire course last
eight weeks. New courses begi

April 16
The cost per student is
payable in cash or by money
to the University of Illinois.
ment can be made in person
Project Upward Bound office,
ence and Engineering Buildin!
Am. 1303, 851 S. Morgan. Or
can mail your payment to
SAT Preparation Course,
Upward Bound, University
linois at Chicago, Box 4341
Chicago, Ill. 60680. Students wh
apply through the Educational
sistance Program will be eligibl
for a $12 discount.
All applicants are required t
have completed high schoc
algebra, geometry and two year
of lab sciences.
Space is limited. Apply earl•
Late payments may be rna
during the first or second
session.
For further information c
996-5045.

Entertainment
MUSIC
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Carver joins
1n rap craze
•

by Susan Forester

"Get live "83"; get live, get all the
way live "83", "83" get live!"
"Hey, senior .. . (yeah) . . . Are we
gonna drop? (no) ... Wanna know
(why) .. . why? 'Cause we're smart"
This record rap by the Carver High
School Senior Class may start a trend that
will replace yearbooks. The Carver seniors
have already sold over 1600 copies of their
12-inch recording called "Get Live "83" ,
"83" Get Live", and other high school
senior classes at Julian, Corlis and Morgan
Park have talked about producing their own
version.
John Ham, the senior class sponsor at
Carver, came up with the idea of making a
record as a fundraiser for the senior class.
The idea of the record is to express the
seniors' four years of work at Carver that
t hey have endured together as the "Class
10f 83."
The seniors selected to do the rap
were given two days to come up with
lyrics. The following Monday they were
recording in Soto Sound Studio in
Evanston from 2:30 that afternoon until4
the next morning!
According to Roxanne Bryant,
Carver's senior class president and one
of the members of the rap cast, "the
record has brought the class closer together, and I really feel it's a success."
But others feel differently about the
Carver rap.
"I think that the record is a step backwards because raps aren't as popular as
far as music is concerned," said Greta
Anderson, a junior at Whitney Young.
" It's okay but I feel that they copied off
the original rappers rather than have
their own unique style," John Kennedy,

Carver H.S. Senior Class Rap

a senior at Calumet, observed.
Thousands of Chicago high school
students are familiar with the rap which
can be heard on WJPC, WBMX, WKKC,
WGCI and WVON.
How much of a trend this record will
set remains to be seen. After talking
about producing a rap record the Corliss
senior class finally decided not to do it.
Virgil Zanders, senior class president,
explained that there was too much involved in making a record. They didn't
have enough time and they didn't want
to seem like copy cats.

Combat Rock
The Clash
The Clash are finally exposed and
enjoyed in America as a result of "Combat Rock." After five records that have
had little Chicago airplay, this premiere
punk rock group in England has finally
scored in the U.S. with a fantastic political and musical statement.
Lead singer Joe Strummer vocalizes,
growls and snarls with great determination and anger, especially in the opening
cut, as Strummer declares, "This is a
public service announcement .. .. with
guitar!"
Mick Jones continues to perform his
hard-as-nails guitar-playing, enhancing
it with the echo effect on some songs

·

The Distance
Bob Seger and The
Silver Bullet Band
What would you have if you combined
the talents of super-producer Jimmy
Iovine (the man with the platinum touch),
singer/songwriter Bob Seger (creator of
the hit albums " Ni.ght Moves" and
"Against The Wind") and the music of the
legendary Silver Bullet Band with Don
Felder and Glenn Frey? I guess you would
say that with a combination like that you
have a grade A, top quality, No. 1 Album,
right?
Wrong.
Bob Seger's new album, "The Distance" is clearly not one of Bob Seger's
best efforts. It does have one good contribution to make, though, it offers a wide
range of music.
The mus1c ranges from the SO's rock in
"Makin' Thunderbirds" to a contemporary
rock, used in "Boomtown Blues" and "Little Victories." The album also contains a
twist of country with its best song and
current top ten hit, " Shame On The
Moon."
Surprisingly enough, the album includes a sentimental ballad called
"Comin' Home," not something you would
expect from a "Ramblin', Gamblin'" man
such as "Sean Flynn." Topper Headon
and bassist Paul Simonon round out The
Clash stronghold with their bold and
powerful rhythms.
Lyrically, The Clash is a band who
says what they feel. On past efforts, their
lyrics have laid out a pessimistic attitude
toward the world . In "Combat Rock," the
lyrics are tamer and have a tell-it-likeit-is format, but, still , they are no less
fierce or provacative than before songs like " Read Angel Dragnet," talking about the New York-based Guardian
Angels, and " Rock the Casboh," about
the outlawing of pop music by Moslem
Iranians.
Using reggae, rock, pop and funk
musical styles, the group improves its
ever-changing sound. While "Should I

Last Month's Teaser
Winners

Teaser

Video Stars
Teaser rules

"Wauka, Wauka , Wauka!" If you
recognize that sound, then you know
that Pac-man is coming. And he's eaten
another one of your quarters.
Below are drawings of other videogame personalities who you may recognize. Match the v1deo personality to the
name of the game, and don't let your
quarters near them!

1. Write your answers on a sheet of
paper numbered 1 to 12.
2. Send your answers along with
your name, address, school, and
phone number to : Youth Communication, Teasers , 207 S.
Wabash, 8th floor, Chicago, Illinois
60604.
3. All entries must be mailed by April
1.
4 . People working for Youth Communication cannot participate in
the contest.
S. A lottery of all correct entries will be
·
held to determ1ne the prize winners.

Scramble

Zaxton

Centipede

Pac-Man

Donkey-Kong

Tron

Gorf

Frogger

Robotion

Asteriods

Tempest

Space Invaders

~I

Angelica Parra (Juarez), Tanya
Jackson (Harlan) , Camille Vaughn
(Queen of Peace), Firasath Hussaini
(Waters}, Phyllis Garnes (Carver) and
Vince Vellega (Steinmetz) won prizes
for their entries in the February Teaser.
Since this Teaser was on advertising,
prizes 'l-l'lml sponsored by 9-Lives Cat
Foods (calendars}, Clearing House
(coupons}, Green Giant Foods (sleeping
bags), Pillsbury (Dough Boy dolls) and
McDonalds (gift certificates). Another
major sponsor was WLS radio station
(!-shirts and records}.
Only ten people caught our deliberate
mistake of Toyota instead of Datsun.
Through lottery six of these correct
entries were drawn to be winners. We
received over 200 entries.

Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet Band

such as Bob Seger.
All but one of the songs on the album
were written by Seger. And since he is not
new to the music business, you'd expect
him to write lyrics relevant to daily life,
something like Donald Fager's " The
Nightfly" or Don Henley's "I Can't Stand
Still." But the lyrics on this album are
pointless almost as though Seger had run
out of messages.
"The Distance" is not a bad album, but it
doesn't compare to any of Bob Seger's
previous work. It is apparent Bob Seger
didn't go the distance with this one.
Robert Forester
Stay Or Should I Go?'' gets back to the
rock sound of the SO's, "Overpowered by
Funk" has an outrageous dance sound
for the 80's. The hard-edged punk days
of old can be heard on such great tracks
as "Know Your Rights" and "Atom Tan ··
And the last song of the album , "Death Is
A Star," has a strange and eerie
cabaret-like sound.
Though past Clash ablums are longer
and may be judged better, " Combat
Rock" is a pungent record that is not only
one of the best records of 1982, but also
promises a great future for The Clash.
Bill Orlove

Attention
Prom
Committees
Happy Music lnc ./Diai-A-D.J.
Service offers experienced disc
joc ki es with profess ional
equipment, dan ce li ght1n g,
special effect b ubble and fog
m ac hin es, and th e pe rf~ c t
mu sic for your spec ial night.

If your school has music, you
can get special effects separately.
Free b rochure and p rice li st

Call 312/989-0289
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The A Team

The A Team
Here's NBC's answer to "Superfriends,'' a new adventure series about
five people (four Vietnam Vets and a
young woman) who sell their services to
citizens in need of S.W.A.T. team-type
help. "The A Team" is like an updated
" Mission Impossible," but the acting
performances in "The A Team" is not
nearly as good as the team of actors in
" Mission Impossible."
"TheA Team" helps people in delicate
matters like hostage and kidnapping
situations that are "too tough" for the
police. Since they are not authorized in
any way, they often operate above the
law to get their job done. Even though
the Team is fighting for what they believe
is justice, the tactics they use are often
just as criminal as those of their
enemies.
The Team 's knowledge of wartime
Situations is what makes them special
and keeps them one step ahead of the
opposition. The situations they are confronted with aren't new (people being
abducted and illegally taken advantage
of), but the ways they overcome their
opposition are new and innovative
(using plastic trashbags and electric
barber chairs to make balloon-like escape vehicles).
The show does have its drawbacks.
The way the "Team" comes about their
mission is sometimes hard to believe,
and the acting is terribly predictable. In
fact, at times the Team members sound
like robots automatically spouting filler
lines.
But what this show lacks in realism, it
more than makes up for in great stunts,
fight scenes and chases.
So, if you are looking for a show with
great actors and an exceptional script,
then don't watch "The A Team." But if
you like adventure and excitment, this
show is for you. "The A Team " airs on
Tuesday nights at 7 p.m. on Ch. 5.
Jasen Lee

Condo
This has to be one of television 's
brightest spots. "Condo" is one of the
funniest programs ever aired.
It's storyline is an ordinary one- with
a twist. James Kirkridge (Mclean
Stevenson of "MASH," "Hello, Larry")
and his family move into their new condominium. Kirkridge and his new
neighbor, Jesus Rodriquez (Luis Avalos) argue, not only about their different
religious preferences but about their
taste in clothing and everything in between. The two men do agree about one
thing: to stay away from each other.
Their situation is changed, however,
when they find out that in the nine
months that they've lived next door to
one another Kirkridge's son (James
Schubb) and Rodriquez 's daughter
(Julie Carmen) have been secretly married for six months, and she is now three
months pregnant. The two teenagers
are both still in high school.
As their families grow closer, the
men's arguing increases. When the two
grandfathers argue about where the
baby will sleep, they wind up knocking
out a section of wall so that the baby's
room now connects the two condos. Can
you guess what opportunities this
creates for the script writers?
And "Condo" is well written. The jokes
are well paced. Those jokes that concern the differences in the two families'
cultural and religious backgrounds are
fresh; they're not re-treads from the
scripts of "All in the Family" and "The
Jeffersons." Prejudice and ignorance
are viewed comically to show that this is
really what prejudice is - comical.
Quincyola Lewis

Amanda's
Bea Arthur of " Maude" is back as
Amanda, owner and manager of the
hotel, Amanda's By the Sea. It's a comedy that is sometimes far from funny.
While trying to give us an encore performance of her Maude character, Arthur comes off as abusive and uncaring
and not at all funny.
Amanda's is just another boring sitcom that will not be around for long. Sr at
least I hope it won't
Qulncyola Lewis

Correction on TV
Soaps
Because of an incorrect press release
sent to us, New Expression printed the
wrong number for the new toll-free Chicago information service on TV Soaps.
The correct number is S.O.A.P.S.S.S.
(762-7777).
TV SOAPS provides daily updates of
each of the 12 daytime soap operas.
After dialing, you simply tell the operator
which soap and then listen to a 1-minute
summary of that soap's events. This
service is available to you Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. During
the weekend the service offers an entire
week's summary for each soap.

MOVIES
Frances
This film follows Frances Farmer
through her turbulent and ill-fated career
in Hollywood, a career that ultimately
turns her into a walking vegetable at the
hands of psychiatrists and corrupt
mental institutions. If it weren't for Jessica Lange's devoted creation of this
character, I'd write this f~m off as trash.
Lange ages about 35 years in this
role, and she's believable all the way. We
see her grow from an adventurous and
innocent young girl to a scared, angry
and frustrated woman.
Lange was able to make me teel for
both her and her character. She was a
sadly misunderstood person who tried to
be an individual around people who
wanted her to conform. Lange is a
dynamite actress in a film that isn't worthy of her performance.
The film tries to make the point that
Frances Farmer had a special talent that
movie producers couldn't detect. But
there isn't a single scene that shows
Lange actually performing as an actress. Instead, director Graeme Clifford
presents a shock show of Farmer's experiences inside mental institutions,
where she was placed against her will.
The director chose to show the mental
institution in brutally graphic detail, but
he doesn't use it to make a point. After

Frances

Farmer is released, and her personality
has been stripped by electroshock
treatments and a lobotomy, the film has
nothing else to say about the woman.
This strategy comes off as a cross between " Midnight Express' and " The
Stepford Wives."
Jessica Lange's career has a strange
similarity to Frances Farmer. Like
Farmer, Lange has appeared in a
number of films ("King Kong," "How To
Beat the High Cost of Living," "The
Postman Always Rings Twice") that haven't taken advantage of her talent.
"Frances" certainly doesn't use Lange's
talent correctly either, but it does use
Fcances Farmer shamelessly.
Brian Lewis

Lords of Discipline
This film might have worked if more
time were put into its characters and
their feelings. But, as is, "The Lords of
Discipline" depends mostly on its excessive use of violence and acts of
sadism to "entertain."
The story takes place in a Southern
military academy in 1964 where Cadet
Will (David Keith of "An Officer and a
Gentleman" ) is asked to play guardian
angel to a couple of cadets being harassed by senior cadets, one an overweight
misfit and the other a black. Will discovers that a Klan-type secret society
within the school known as "The Ten" is
out to rid the Academy of "undesirables," including the black. Will enlists the
help of his superior officer, but it becomes a waste of time when Will suspects that he is working on the inside
with The Ten.

The movie climaxes with a confrontation between Will and the system.
Even though this movie looks like it
might have something going for it with its
interesting plot, it turns into an offensive,
mediocre melodrama. The scene in
which the black student is being tortured
with electrical charges and being
drenched with gasoline is deliberately
drawn out to arouse the audience in
"horror film" fashion, even though the
theme of the film deserves better treatment.
The strength of "The Lords of Discipline" is its social realism. Even though it
delivers nauseating scenes of torture
and sadism, it does an adequate job of
convincing people that bigotry really did
(and still does) exist.
Kimberly Boyd

On
.
promniJ6~
look like you've
done your
homework.
Choose from a wide
selection of great looking prom
tuxedos from Gingiss, and
look smart on the nrght of the
btg test. And at smartly reduced
prices. Just present your htgh
schooiiD to recetve your spectal
student drscount.

glngiss
formal wear
26 Chicago Area Locations
10% to 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your h1gh schooiiD to the manager of the Ging1ss Formalwear Center
nearest you and rece1ve your spec1al rate
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